Estimating allelic number and identity in state of QTLs in interconnected families.
When multiple related families derived from inbred lines are jointly analysed to detect quantitative trait loci (QTLs), the analysis should estimate allelic effects as accurately as possible and estimate the probability that different parents carry alleles that are identical in state. Analyses exist that assume that all parents carry unique alleles or that all parents but one carry the same allele. In practice, many configurations are possible that group different parents according to their identity-in-state condition at a putative QTL allele. Here, we propose a variable model Bayesian analysis that selects among possible identity-in-state configurations and jointly estimates the allelic effects of identical-in-state parents. We contrast this analysis with a fixed model analysis that estimates unique allelic effects for all parents. We analyse two simulated mating designs: an experimental design in which three inbred parents were crossed to generate two families of 150 doubled haploid lines; and a breeding design in which 20 inbred parents were crossed to generate 60 families of 20 doubled haploid lines, with each parent contributing to six families. In all cases where some parents were simulated to carry alleles of identical effect (that is, they were identical in state), the variable analysis estimated allelic effects with lower mean-squared error than the fixed analysis. The variable analysis showed that, unless each family contains many individuals (more than 100), there is insufficient information in DNA-marker and phenotypic data to determine with high probability the QTL allelic number.